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Iran has only been able to freely to export oil since
last year’s nuclear deal came into force in January, and
wants to return to pre-sanctions output levels. The dis-
pute was complicated by the fierce rivalry between Iran
and Saudi Arabia, backing different sides in the wars in
Yemen and Syria. Fawad Razaqzada, a market analyst at
Forex.com, said before OPEC’s announcement that Iran
was “playing a clever game” against its archrival.

But Saudi Arabia also played hardball, saying it was
prepared to leave the Austrian capital without a deal.
Energy Minister Khaled Al-Falih had said recovering
demand will boost prices next year - cut or no cut.  Even
though expectations were therefore low, failure to get a
deal would have sent oil prices tumbling, perhaps as
low as $30 per barrel, analysts had said. Also it would
have reignited debate about the very purpose of OPEC,
56 years after its creation.

Saudi Arabia would contribute around 0.5 million
bpd by reducing output to 10.06 million bpd, a source
said, while Iran would freeze output at close to current
levels of 3.797 million bpd and other members would
also cut production. “OPEC has proved to the skeptics
that it is not dead. The move will speed up market rebal-
ancing and erosion of the global oil glut,” said OPEC
watcher Amrita Sen from Energy Aspects.

Focus will now turn to OPEC’s efforts to get non-
members, in particular Russia, to reduce their output by
a hoped-for 600,000 bpd. Russia has said it is ready only
to freeze production but Sada said yesterday that Russia

has committed to reducing its output by 300,000 bpd.
Before the meeting, Falih said OPEC was focusing on
significant cuts and hoped Russia and other non-OPEC
producers would contribute a reduction of another 0.6
million bpd. “It will mean that we (Saudi) take a big cut
and a big hit from our current production and from our
forecast for 2017,” Falih said. Iranian Oil Minister Bijan
Zanganeh yesterday said he was positive since Iran had
not been asked to cut output. He also said Russia was
ready to reduce production. “Moscow have agreed to
reduce their production and cut after our decision,”
Zanganeh said.

While consumers might not welcome the more
expensive fuel that a deal would bring, OPEC members’
public finances have been shot to bits by two years of
rock-bottom prices. It has exacerbated an already des-
perate situation in Venezuela, where Human Rights
Watch says shortages of basics are so bad that there is a
“profound humanitarian crisis”. Even fabulously wealthy
Saudi Arabia has slashed salaries and spending and is
on course for a budget deficit of $87 billion in 2016, and
owes foreign firms billions in unpaid bills. The low crude
price has also hit investment in oil facilities, raising the
prospect of oil shortages further down the line.

However, further downwards pressure on oil prices
could come from the United States and president-elect
Donald Trump, whose policies could see a renewed rise in
US oil production. Trump has promised to eliminate regu-
lations restricting fracking, support oil and gas pipeline
construction and open restricted federal lands and off-
shore areas for exploration, including Alaska. — Agencies

OPEC agrees on first output cut since 2008
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to refrain from voting in the election of the speaker
and other posts in the Assembly, including panels. MP
Mohamamd Al-Huwailah also said the present political
situation requires the election of a new speaker for the
new Assembly. Mutair said the meeting also discussed
how to tackle the most urgent issues of revocation of cit-
izenships and scrapping laws passed by the previous
Assembly, which curb public freedoms. The meeting
agreed to prepare a roadmap for dealing with the leg-
islative requirements in the new Assembly. They agreed
the need to amend the voting system, prohibit with-
drawal of citizenships without a court ruling and pro-

pose economic reforms and measures that do not add
any burden on citizens.

Newly-elected Islamist opposition MP Abdullah
Fahhad said two messages have already been sent to the
government - one by the ballot boxes and the second by
the opposition MPs’ meeting yesterday. He said the gov-
ernment must understand these messages. MP Hamdan
Al-Azemi said the threat to dissolve the Assembly no
longer scares opposition MPs. He said he expects the
new Assembly to be dissolved and fresh elections in Jan
2018. New MP Ahmad Al-Fadhl, the son of late pro-gov-
ernment MP Nabil Al-Fadhl, strongly criticized the oppo-
sition lawmakers’ meeting, saying such meetings divide
the Assembly.

Amir reappoints Sheikh Jaber as PM
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Economic cutbacks will be accompanied by a drop in
automobile sales this year, Aboumerhi said. “As for
Hyundai, we are still maintaining our market share”, with
sales of about 50,000 units per year which places it sec-
ond in the Saudi market, he said. The motor show, which
the Arab News daily said drew an estimated 10,000 visi-
tors on the opening day, is a chance for dealers to show
off their latest models and to even take orders.

Onsite bankers are ready to help with financing. “The
economy, it’s not really good,” said Hassan Abdulaziz,
manning the Toyota display which included a Hilux diesel
pickup truck that sells for 104,000 riyals ($27,733).
Around him, Saudi men in traditional white thobes lifted
bonnets and sat in the driver’s seats.

Marketing student Waleed Mubarak sounded optimistic
about the kingdom’s prospects as he looked for a new car
with a budget of 150,000 riyals. “There’s no problem with
the economy now in Saudi Arabia,” he said. Another visitor,
Abdullah Bajabar, wasn’t so sure. Having just returned from
several years in Canada, he said he needs a car even though
“the economic situation is difficult”.

Other visitors seemed more interested in filming
themselves and the vehicles, which included monster
trucks and a yellow sports car slung so low it seemed to
touch the floor. A young Saudi man in Western clothes

preened in a convertible while taking a selfie. Across the
aisle, a DJ spun hip hop tunes beside a display of colored
wheel rims and a vintage Chevrolet.

Even though the conservative kingdom is the world’s
only country where women cannot drive, visitors includ-
ed a few women dressed in traditional black abaya robes.
There were no scantily clad females helping to promote
the cars, as occurs in many countries. A luxury car show in
Saudi Arabia’s slightly more liberal Red Sea city of Jeddah
was reportedly sanctioned after it used female sales pro-
moters.

Local media reported last month that pictures on
social media showed young Saudi women posing in
long white robes with their faces uncovered in front of a
car display. Jeddah will next month host the annual
Saudi International Motor Show, the kingdom’s largest.
Organizers of that event say Saudi Arabia is the Middle
East’s biggest importer of vehicles and auto parts.

A car remains essential for getting around Saudi
cities crisscrossed by multi-lane highways, where public
transit projects are under development but not yet fin-
ished. For Hyundai’s Aboumerhi, Saudi Arabia’s intensi-
fied effort to diversify its oil-dependent economy
should lead to an improvement next year. “By the end of
this year there will be a lot of changes, positive changes,
which will reflect for sure on the automotive sector,”
Aboumerhi said. — AFP 

Riyadh Motor Show back in gear
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He calculated that families spend an average of 3,800
riyals ($1,000) a month on a driver, money which other-
wise could help household incomes at a time when many
are making do with less.

Even if their husbands can take time out to transport
the women, that requires temporarily leaving the office
and “undermines the productivity of the workforce”,
Alwaleed said. “Having women drive has become an
urgent social demand predicated upon current economic
circumstances.” The prince said he is making his call on
behalf of those with “limited means”. 

Activists say women’s driving is not technically illegal
but that the ban is linked to tradition and custom. Some
women have challenged the prohibition by getting
behind the wheel and posting images of themselves

online. A slow expansion of women’s rights began under
the late king Abdullah, who in 2013 named them to the
Shura Council which advises cabinet. Abdullah also
announced that women could for the first time vote and
run in municipal elections, which were held last December.
These and other decisions were initially opposed by “cer-
tain elements” in Saudi society but soon became accepted,
Alwaleed said, calling for “a similarly decisive” political act. 

In April, Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman
said change cannot be forced, and “it is up to Saudi socie-
ty”. In Alwaleed’s view, however, “what cannot be allowed
is to have one segment imposing its preferences on the
rest of society”. Sahar Hassan Nasief, a women’s rights
activist in the Red Sea city of Jeddah, said the appeal from
such an influential figure could help to bring about
change. “Everybody’s talking about him,” she told AFP. “I
think his comments gave us a lot of hope.” — AFP 

Alwaleed: Let women drive
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Trump has admitted the hotel’s brand is probably “hot-
ter” now that he is the president, but has vaguely prom-
ised to “phase out” his hands-on, check-signing role in
Trump Organization business.

Meanwhile, the Republican is building the cabinet team
that will join him in the capital after his Jan 20 inaugura-
tion with a mission to “drain the swamp” of Washington
corruption. So far, aside from former generals sidelined by
President Barack Obama’s administration, Trump has
focused on recruiting super-rich conservative figures from
Wall Street and private business. On Tuesday, Trump dined
on frog legs, scallops and sirloin at a Michelin-starred
restaurant with Mitt Romney, former Massachusetts gover-
nor and private equity baron.

Romney’s own failed 2012 campaign for the presidency
foundered in part because Democrats tagged him as a
member of an aloof, super-rich elite, but Trump is consid-
ering him as a possible secretary of state. The latest two
figures Trump has nominated for senior roles - Wall Street
veteran Steven Mnuchin and stressed asset investor Wilbur
Ross - are both billionaires and even richer than Romney.  

Trump’s defeated Democratic opponent, Hillary Clinton,
was attacked during the campaign for accepting hundreds
of thousands of dollars for giving private speeches to
Goldman Sachs bankers. But Trump, having already
named former Goldman banker Steve Bannon as his chief
strategist, this week nominated another, Mnuchin, for the
key role of Treasury secretary. Mnuchin was a partner in
Goldman Sachs before he launched an investment fund

backed by Democratic Party supporter George Soros. He
financed Hollywood blockbusters like “Avatar” and “Suicide
Squad”.

Alongside Mnuchin, Trump picked Ross, best known for
investing in failing steel and coal firms and turning them
into saleable investments, as commerce secretary.
Appearing with Ross on CNBC, 53-year-old Mnuchin said:
“We’re thrilled to be here and we’re thrilled to work for the
president-elect and honored to have these positions.”

Mnuchin’s appointment is widely seen as a reward for
taking Trump’s side at a time when many of the
Republican Party’s major donors, such as the billionaire
Koch brothers, had shunned him. Trump’s picks are the first
major nominations to his economic policy team. The presi-
dent-elect has vowed to cut corporate taxes and to
encourage multinational companies to repatriate their
earnings. He plans to scrap the 2010 Dodd-Frank financial
reforms, enacted to protect consumers and the financial
system from Wall Street excesses that some argue caused
the financial crisis.

Ross has advocated a steep tariff on Chinese steel
imports to prevent what Trump has alleged is the dump-
ing of cheap commodities on the US market. Today,
Trump was scheduled to embark on a victory tour of
sorts, leading an evening rally with his running mate
Mike Pence in Cincinnati, Ohio. The pair are also to
appear earlier in the day at the Indianapolis plant of an
air conditioning firm that announced yesterday it would
maintain 1,000 jobs in the Rust Belt - a pledge Trump had
made during the campaign. The transition team has
dubbed it a “thank you tour”. — AFP 

Trump to leave business to focus...

An Emirati man carries balloons yesterday in the “Flags Garden”, featuring 4,000 UAE flags creating the
shape of the country’s map, two days ahead of UAE National Day in Dubai. —AP


